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In this project, an augmented reality (AR) system was designed and developed to contribute
to therapy in children from ages 3 to 8 who suffer from fine motor skills disorder or seek to
improve their skills during their neurodevelopment. The system was designed in the Unity
engine along with a Leap Motion sensor so that the kids' hands can interact with scenarios
created in the platform. The construction of the system followed the respective phases that
describe the cascade methodology for the development of software systems, including the
study of requirements and use cases. Additionally, it is intended that the progress of the
child is tracked when he/she is performing a set of activities to develop fine motor skills.
The Feine Motonik "FeMo" built module, has an 88.9% usability according to the study
carried out in this article, which contemplates the test phase with the objective users who
describe the situation of disorders in fine motor skills.
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1. INTRODUCTION

elements and their constant interaction with a Leap Motion
device that will serve as the sensor for the child’s hands. Then
the patient can interact with several elements that can be found
in the scenarios shown by the immersive system.
On the other hand, a test is generated to measure fine motor
skills. Some metrics are based on scenarios where the child
must manipulate objects with different shapes such as feathers
or cap containers [4] to assess an estimation of the motor skill.
Additionally, some studies related to fine motor skills and
virtual reality have shown improvements in the errors during
certain activities. This aims at determining the level of
accuracy achieved with virtual reality [5]. The immersive
system is thus necessary to work on the coordination of
muscles, bones and nerves required to per-form fine
movements.

The neurodevelopment is known as the continuous process
of acquiring abilities, knowledge, capabilities, attitudes and
functions that present themselves throughout the course of life.
Hence, neurodevelopment has a basic role in the life of human
beings. The characteristics of normal neurologic development
can be reflected on different areas such as: fine and gross
motor skills, language, sensorial system and socialization.
This is also accompanied by a description of the main changes
in development which can be identified in the daily clinical
work of pediatricians [1]. In some occasions, an alteration in
fine motor skills can be detected meaning that the child has
problems to perform fine movements such as cutting a sheet
of paper or moving certain small elements. Traditional
medicine treats this disorder through therapy by performing
exercises to address this shortcoming.
Currently, technology plays an important role within society,
so links are established between different areas through
technology. In this case, augmented reality (AR) is the focus
since it allows the creation of virtual scenarios with 3D graphic
design and adding sensors that lead to constant interaction
between the user and the scenario. Furthermore, the
implementation can be achieved in multiple ways. In certain
cases, previous studies have shown the implementation of a
keyboard to help locate the fingers of the kid, so he can partake
in activities focused on the development of fine motor skills
[2].
It is no secret that technological breakthrough goes hand in
hand with medicine and this is no exception since it is intended
to create a support system for therapy of children with fine
motor skills disorders. On one hand, the baseline lies in the
development of haptic systems that have been previously used
to seek a constant interaction between the child’s movements
and the system [3]. At this point, technology comes into action
with tools such as Unity to create scenarios with various 3D

2. RELATED WORKS
Disorders in neurodevelopment related to fine motor skills
is a field of Pediatrics where technological advances can
generate a positive impact through support and involvement
without ignoring the job of professionals. In this field, the
early detection of disorders is important for the
neurodevelopment of children through a set of techniques that
can determine the course of action that suits the child [6]. Plus,
normal characteristics and alarm signs in children must be
considered as the maturation of the nervous system’s structure
is expected to detect problems in any aspect of
neurodevelopment. Early signs of alarm must be identified
with parameters tied to relevant alterations in neurological
development described as events that the child must be able to
perform during his first years of life [1].
Nowadays, therapy for children with fine motor skills
disorders consists on the supervised execution of different
exercises or activities that stimulate the nervous system. These
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exercises focus on the development of abilities in fingers,
manual tasks and hand-eye coordination [7]. This traditional
therapy is not the only strategy since there was a study
performed by Chinese researchers to implement acupuncture
for therapy in children for fine motor functions. The study
revealed that using stimuli-based acupuncture combined with
another technique can improve the motor skills of children [8].
These are not the only alternatives available because
traditional therapy can be combined into everyday life (school
or home environment) showing benefits on an emotional and
attitudinal level [9].
To begin treatment or therapy, the kid’s initial condition
must be assessed with a test called DCQD’07, a survey for the
diagnosis of coordination development disorder. In this test,
the child must perform a set of activities and the evaluator will
take notes on the level of performance in a pre-established
scale [10]. This test is originally in English, but the
“Universidad Autónoma de Manizales” translated it into
Spanish and was endorsed by the corresponding American
institution. Predetermined therapies are included as well as
music to help the development of fine motor skills focusing on
learning how to play the piano, an activity that involves both
the stimulation of the brain and hand-eye coordination [11].
Traditional therapy is mostly used where bi-manual
coordination is involved making use of the nerves and
pertinent muscles to develop the skills related to the child’s
fine motor skills. The activities are ludic and have a group of
shapes or figures with which the child will interact [12].
Furthermore, in Colombia therapy is important at an early age
since there is a set of studies where the problem was tackled
opportunely, and significant advances were made in motor
skills [13].
The 3D techniques referring to augmented reality can be
thoroughly analyzed to show that they can be applied to an
endless number of fields including education, medicine and
mobility. For instance, on the education aspect, the use of AR
seeks to improve the learning experience by teaching different
topics and creating empathy between the teacher and the
students. As a result, these techniques are effectively used
overseas [14].
The importance of the internet of things cannot be dismissed
since it has led to the continuous interaction between devices
that enter the IoT and AR techniques. With these two popular
technologies as far as Science goes, low-cost smartphones can
be used with a combination of IoT and AR to create artificial
interactive environments which is an innovative concept [15].
In the AR field, the ceiling in terms of research and innovation
has not been grasped and its potential is notorious. There are
many benefits of implementing AR techniques in diverse
applications and it could mean a giant leap for the civilization.
Combining medicine and AR is also one of the research goals
looking ahead [16].
AR is being implemented in rehabilitation with the purpose
of improving the functional capabilities of a patient such as
recovering motor functions for everyday activities. This is an
example of the impact that AR and 3D immersion techniques
have on the development of motor skills [17]. Videogames are
another source of support and have been applied in treatments
with physiotherapy resulting in the improvement of the
psychomotor development. A Wii console was used to help the
patient point at certain spots for the development of motor
skills [18].
Fine motor skills are directed to fine movements of the
hands in most cases. This is where AR plays a crucial role

through certain devices combined with AR techniques there is
an effective method to assess and measure the movement of
the child’s fingers during therapy [19]. One of the devices is
the Leap Motion Controller for the capture of the gestural
movements of children in therapy [20]. It can be evidenced
that AR can be effectively implemented in therapy for the
development of motor skills to obtain notorious results and
generate support for traditional therapy.

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Description of the current situation
3.1.1 Identification of the existing system
In this phase, the current landscape of therapy in children is
identified and de-scribed. The children have disorders in fine
motor skills. The methodology and techniques used are stated
as well as the effect of immersive technologies in the field of
medicine, specifically in motor therapy.
3.1.2 Analysis of the existing system
Based on the identification and description of the existing
system, current therapies for this disorder must be analyzed so
the elements and attributes of the system must be internalized
as well as the relation between them. For a systemic approach,
the existing system must be broken down and represented
through immersive technologies.
3.2 Development process of the proposal
The cascade methodology will be used to develop the Feine
Motonik (FeMo) platform after describing the current
situation of therapy in children with disorders in motor skills.
3.2.1 Analysis
In this phase, the functionalities of the FeMo platform to
build must be defined. Hence, the actions of each module are
defined within the platform. The real needs are presented
based on the requirements considered in the analysis of the
existing system. Additionally, the needs or functions of the
platform must be precisely deter-mined.
3.2.2 Design
According to the analysis stage, the characteristics of the
Feine Motonik (FeMo) platform are represented to pave way
for the implementation. This takes into consideration the
architectonic design and the functions to be performed by the
FeMo.
3.2.3 Implementation
After the design has been established and the problem is
clearly stated, the tools to be used are determined. In this case,
the cascade methodology is chosen. For the development
engine, Unity is selected. The SDK of the Leap Motion
Controller is chosen as the gestural control device and the
programming language is Scripting.
3.2.4 Usability tests
With the complete implementation, tests will be carried out
to assess the visual impact and manipulation of the FeMo
module. The interaction between the user and the system will
be seen on usability tests. For the purposes of testing, six
children constitute the sample population. They will be
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discussed in the design phase. To develop this stage, a
description of the current situation must be made. The state of
current therapies for children with disorders in fine motor
skills is described to help determine the functionalities of that
the system should have.

exposed to the module and a survey will assess the impact on
the public.
3.3 Closing of the project
3.3.1 Analysis and discussion
According to the previous phase, usability tests must be
performed on a set of data or aspects supplied by the user to
perform the necessary operations for analysis. The work is
compared with other authors regarding the idea of immersive
systems with AR techniques as a support for conventional
motor therapy.

4.1.1 Description of the current situation
Nowadays, therapy for children with alterations in
neurodevelopment related to fine motor skills is focused on the
manipulation with the hands of differently-shaped objects.
This is meant to stimulate the nerves and muscles of the hands
and develop skills in that area. The term manipulate refers to
the actions of grabbing, throwing, holding, piling and moving
objects with different shapes. This approach stimulates the
nerves and muscles related to fine movement. Therapies are
carried out by trained staff to offer guidance to the children.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
To develop this platform, the Cascade methodology will be
used on every phase: System Analysis, Design, Coding,
Testing and Maintenance, as shown in Figure 1. By using the
Cascade method as framework, a view of sequential steps is
offered. Each stage has well de-fined goals and activities that
are the means to accomplish the outlined objectives.

4.1.2 Functionalities of the system
In this section, the functionalities that the platform must be
capable of doing are outlined.
•

•

•

Figure 1. Cascade framework [19]
4.1 System analysis

Interaction with the objects of the environment: The
platform must be able to allow the interaction between
the child and the objects that are available in the module.
For the exercises, a gesture control device (Leap
Motion Controller) will enable the interaction.
Interacting with objects means grabbing throwing,
stacking and holding them.
Interaction between objects: Each object must have
physical properties since the experience should be
realistic. Therefore, physical attributes and laws will be
be-stowed upon the objects to create a pragmatic
scenario. In this case, the development of the FeMo
module will include objects such as squares, spheres
and boxes along with the hand module.
Friendly and appealing system: The targeted audience
is constituted by children, so the platform should be
appealing and kid-friendly. There must be some
expectations and it must be easy on the eyes.

5. DESIGN

In this phase, the end user’s needs are analyzed to determine
the objectives to be covered, i.e. the definition of what the
system must do without going into details. Details will be

In Figure 2 and Table 1 the use case number one, interacting
with the environment displayed by the module, is shown.

Table 1. Requirement: Interacting with the environment
ID
Name
Description

Pre-condition
Post-condition

Scenarios

Actors

C1
Interacting with the environment from each module
The user will be able to interact with the environment in each module to present an immersive environment. This focuses on
interacting with the elements shown.
(1). The user must have installed all the components required by the FeMo.
(2). The user must have executed FeMo.
(3). The interaction through Leap Motion Controller is ready.
(4). A module must be initiated.
N/A
(1). The user is inside the module.
Primary
(2). The module includes a set of elements destined for therapy.
(3). The user can interact with the elements available in the module.
If the interaction with the elements is not possible because the hands are not visible in the environment, check
Secondary
the connection and the state of the Leap Motion Controller.
Exceptional The application does not work due to installation issues.
User, Leap Motion Controller
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Table 2. Requirement: Manipulate the elements of the module
ID
Name
Description
Precondition

C2
Manipulating the elements in each module
The user will be able to manipulate the objects available for the development of therapy. The user can grab, hold, move or
release to perform a set of predefined tasks.
(1). The user must have installed all the components required by the FeMo.
(2). The user must have executed FeMo.
(3). The interaction through Leap Motion Controller is ready.
(4). A module must be initiated.

Postcondition

N/A
Primary

Scenarios
Secondary
Exceptional
Actors

(1). The user is inside the module.
(2). The module includes a set of elements destined for therapy
(3). The user can grab, hold, move and release every object of the module.
If the interaction with the elements is not possible because the hands are not visible in the environment, check
the connection and the state of the Leap Motion Controller.
The application does not work due to installation issues.
User

Table 3. Requirement presenting the control elements
ID
Name
Description

Pre-condition
Post-condition

Scenarios

Actors

C3
Presenting the control elements of the system
The platform must present the control elements such as the visualization of the instructions for the development of the
activities in each module.
(1). The user must have installed all the components required by the FeMo.
(2). The user must have executed FeMo.
(3). The interaction through Leap Motion Controller is ready.
(4). A module must be initiated.
N/A
(1). The user is inside the module.
Primary
(2). The platform will have spaces to display the control elements.
(3). The platform shows the instruction for the development of the exercise.
Secondary
N/A
Exceptional
N/A
User, Leap Motion Controller

as Unity 3D 5.50f3, SDK Leap Motion Orion 3.2.0 and Leap
Motion Core Asset Orion 4.1.5.
By having all these components in the device, the
interactive (or immersive) system can be used with a Gestural
Control Device, Development Language and Environment to
perform the activities included in the modules through the
synergy achieved in the environment.
In Figure 5 the node diagram is presented in which each core
of elements, such as the hardware characteristics and the
association to software (interactive system), allow the client to
manipulate the module.
Figure 2. Interacting with the environment
In Figure 3 and Table 2 the use case number two,
manipulating the elements available in each module, is shown.
In Figure 4 and Table 3 the use case number tree, presenting
the control elements of the system, is shown.
5.1 Node diagram
This diagram is used to show the topology used to develop
the system taking the hardware as a reference point. This
reveals aspects necessary for the understanding of the total
system in operation. In the diagram shown on FeMo, the
general land-scape can be evidenced where the client uses
devices such as PC or laptops. They must have 64-bit
Windows 7/8/10 and have installed on them components such

Figure 3. Manipulating the elements in the module
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other objects, spheres and squares with specific colors and
two-colored boxes. There is also the hand module, an object
where the instruction is indicated and a skybox for the
background.

Figure 4. Presenting the control elements

Figure 6. Development environment

Figure 5. FeMo node diagram
6. CONSTRUCTION
In this section, the FeMo module will not described step by
step since the objective is not to show how it is developed but
the components in the development.

Figure 7. Hand module

6.1 Development environment
The development environment used to develop FeMo was
Unity 5.5.0.3 plus a Gestural Controller which is the Leap
Motion Controller. Figure 6 shows the development
environment with two different views: the scene which can be
modified by the developer and the game view that shows the
actual execution of the module. The hand module was
imported for user interaction.
6.2 Hand module
Figure 8. Scenario
Figure 7 shows the hand module in execution and the object
will move according to the movements of the user within the
capture range of the Leap Motion Controller. The hand module
links a set of articulated objects to simulate a human hand so
that the experience is realistic during the interaction. This
module has green lines that go around the hands which show
their collision range.

6.4 Starting module
Both Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the simulation of the
module. A small checkbox can be seen in the upper right
corner where the person that was interacting with FeMo
through the Leap Motion Controller. In the execution, the user
can be seen grabbing and moving one of the spheres and taking
it towards the corresponding box.
Figure 9 shows the interface that indicates to the user the
location of the green sphere in the green box. Similarly, in
Figure 10, the interface indicates to the user the location of the

6.3 Scenario
The established scenario for this FeMo module can be seen
in Figure 8. It includes a wooden table for the support of the
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red sphere in the red box. The two images are in execution time
and show two different scenarios for the same action.

impact and level of interaction of the Leap Motion Controller
as a gesture control device to interact with the environment.
The simulation video allows observing the interaction and was
the basis of the children’s arguments when answering this
question.
Question 3 is evidenced in Figure 11. This indicates that
66.7% of the children admit that the activity shown in the
video was clear, i.e. that they know what the person had to do.
For the remaining 33.3% of the children, the task was not clear
during the activity. Therefore, this would be a factor that needs
improvement in the modules of the FeMo platform. In general,
the platform is satisfying 88.9% of the project’s purpose. The
results of the survey were positive, and some aspects need to
be corrected to achieve 100% functionality.

Figure 9. Execution for green box

Figure 10. Execution for red box
Figure 11. Clarity of the task
7. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

8. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

7.1 Implementation results

According to the analysis of results, a platform such as
FeMo, that supports conventional therapy for children with
altered fine motor skill; there are several factors to consider.
One of them is the interface where the user has an immersive
experience. The interface was assertive with 88.9% (pondered
survey percentages) in the development of the FeMo module.
When the results that focus on the graphic and interactive
part of FeMo are clear, the authors agree with the propositions
of Viñas-Diz and Sobrido-Prieto [21] where it is stated that the
interface to be used in the AR system must be adequate for
user experience, having a percentage of more than 80% in
terms of usability and friendliness of the platform, to
maximize the motor improvements. This strengthens and
increases the participation and motivation of the user by
having an interface with accomplished motivation levels that
is appealing for children and impacts positively on their
rehabilitation process. FeMo agrees with this aspect since
there is a usability-friendliness of 88.9%.
To conclude, immersive systems that use AR-based
techniques can be converted into support systems for
conventional motor therapy. It is noteworthy to restate that the
research agrees with Viñas-Diz and Sobrido-Prieto [21] who
conclude that immersive environments are a complementary
therapeutic resource or an alternative to the conventional
therapies in the approach of motor function.

The development of the module was intended as a support
mechanism for therapy in children with deficiencies in fine
motor skills. The challenge was to involve the gesture control
device (Leap Motion Controller) with the scene created in
Unity. This leads to interacting with the environment’s objects
(cubes and spheres) using the hands. The experience and
knowledge acquired are worth the effort during the
development of the module.
7.2 Usability tests results
To carry out the usability tests, a group was constituted with
six children between the ages of 5 and 8 where the interface of
the module was shown to them as well as a simulation of the
video of the entire process of interaction with the objects
included in the module. After discussing the video, the
questions made by the children were answered and then a
survey was given to them to assess if the interface is userfriendly, if the communication with the objects was interactive
enough and if the tasks were clear. Since our target audience
consisted mostly of kids, the questions were modified into a
more understandable language and the results were the
following.
Question 1 reveals that 100% of the children surveyed
answered affirmatively to the first question which sought
results related to the magnitude of the interface of the module
developed in the FeMo. This had a positive impact on how it
was perceived by the public. Hence, it can be stated that the
interface is friendly and accomplishes the design functionality
that the platform must be user-friendly.
Question 2 shows that 6 out of 6 children answered
affirmatively to the second question focused on assessing the

9. CONCLUSIONS
Immersive systems that use AR techniques offer a set of
tools that can be applied for support in therapy. For
development of the motor skills of the human body, FeMo has
88.9% usability according to the performed study.
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The interface developed in FeMo has a user-friendliness
percentage of 100% de-fining that the platform has a positive
visual impact on the public to develop the user’s fine motor
skills.
In terms of the clarity of the tasks demanded to the user, this
aspect needs to be improved with 66.7% seeking a complete
environment clear to the user.
Currently, AR systems all over the world are used with
therapeutic purposes giving significant advances in the
development of the patient’s motor skills.
When immersive systems are created using AR techniques,
the target population must be considered to determine how to
distribute and create the interface since there is a motivation
purpose that seeks to maximize motor skills.
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